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1. Introduction 1 

a. Identification of Witness 2 

Q. What is your full name and business address? 3 

A. My name is Michael B. McMahan.  My business address is 2 Lincoln Centre, 10th Floor, 4 

Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois 60181. 5 

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed? 6 

A. I am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) as Vice President, Smart 7 

Grid / Technology. 8 

b. Purpose and Conclusions of Testimony 9 

Q. What are the purposes of your direct testimony? 10 

A. The first purpose of my testimony is to describe and support the utility Electric Vehicle 11 

(“EV”) pilot.  The second purpose of my testimony is to describe the potential range of 12 

Distribution Automation (“DA”) Smart Grid investments that can be offered to customers 13 

under ComEd’s alternative regulation proposal, should the Illinois Commerce 14 

Commission (“ICC” or “Commission”) subsequently approve Smart Grid investments 15 

under the alternative regulation plan, and support the range of benefits that those 16 

investments can bring to customers.   17 

c. Background and Qualifications 18 

Q. What are your current duties and responsibilities for ComEd? 19 

A. As Vice President, Smart Grid / Technology, I am responsible for the development and 20 

implementation of strategic Smart Grid programs and other technology advancement 21 
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initiatives in the areas of power grid operations, electric vehicles and distribution, 22 

transmission and substation automation. 23 

Q. Prior to your current position, what other positions did you hold at ComEd? 24 

A. Immediately prior to assuming my current position, I was Vice President, Engineering & 25 

Project Management, the position Ms. Blaise now fills.  Before that, I served as Vice 26 

President, Technical Services.  In that position, I was responsible for distribution 27 

engineering, capacity planning, reliability engineering, project management, long range 28 

work planning and budgeting, and vendor management.  Before that, I was Vice 29 

President, Work Management.  In that position, I was responsible for the long range and 30 

short term planning and scheduling of all work in Exelon Energy Delivery (that is, 31 

ComEd and PECO).  Before that, I was Vice President, Special Projects for Exelon 32 

Energy Delivery, and particularly focused on the New Business Services Unit. 33 

Q. What was your previous work experience before joining ComEd? 34 

A. I served for nearly four years as Vice President, Outage and Project Management for 35 

Exelon Nuclear, where I was responsible for outage services and projects across Exelon 36 

Nuclear’s 17 nuclear units.  Before joining Exelon, I held a series of positions with 37 

increasing responsibility in General Electric’s Nuclear Division, including Outage and 38 

Inspection Services, Business Planning and Development, and Mechanical Services. 39 

Q. What is your educational, professional, and civic background? 40 

A. I am a licensed professional electrical engineer.  I have a Bachelor’s degree in nuclear 41 

engineering from the University of Florida, and a Masters of Business Administration 42 

from Emory University.  In addition to my duties at ComEd, I serve on the Board of the 43 
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Leadership Council of Greater Kane County of the American Red Cross of Greater 44 

Chicago.  45 

2. Electric Vehicle Pilot 46 

Q. How will customers benefit from ComEd’s pilot of Electric Vehicles (“EVs”)? 47 

A. EVs hold great potential to revolutionize the transportation section.  ComEd’s use of EVs 48 

and EV charging stations has the benefit of a large industrial engineering organization 49 

using this equipment at a product introduction stage.  Essentially we are participating in 50 

the maiden voyage of this technology and in the identification and resolution of potential 51 

problems.  It will provide invaluable knowledge to customers and the industry. 52 

For example, ComEd believes that EVs may be an effective means of reducing 53 

emissions, supporting the replacement of carbon-fueled vehicles, and ultimately reducing 54 

our costs.  However, there is little information about how such vehicles perform in an 55 

industrial setting, especially in a area like ComEd’s serves, includes urban, suburban, and 56 

rural areas over a large geographic footprint and has fairly diverse climate conditions.   57 

Q. Are there other operational benefits that the EV Pilot will produce? 58 

A. Yes.  A number of new types of hybrid, plug-in hybrid, and all-electric vehicles for utility 59 

applications are becoming available on the market.  However, we cannot prudently 60 

deploy them on a widespread basis without first piloting them.  This proposal will 61 

provide knowledge of EV lifecycle costs and operational considerations that will be 62 

valuable in the operation of our own utility fleet, as well as to customers considering 63 

adoption of EVs.  The limited deployment of EVs can also be expected to produce a 64 

limited reduction in emissions and other environmental benefits compared to vehicles 65 
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that run on conventional fuels.  EVs also run more quietly than their combustion-powered 66 

counterparts, which should enhance worker health and comfort. 67 

Q. How can the use of EVs affect ComEd’s costs? 68 

A. Because many of these vehicles are in the early stages of commercialization, the vehicles 69 

may have a higher initial cost, but little information is available about the total life-cycle 70 

costs of owning these vehicles given ComEd’s work environment and wide range of fleet 71 

equipment used.  Studies suggest lower costs for “fuel” and maintenance may offset 72 

higher upfront costs over the life of the vehicle.  A pilot program will permit a detailed 73 

analysis and the development of strategies ComEd may be able to employ to reduce total 74 

life-cycle ownership costs.  Much of this information would also be valuable to both 75 

residential and commercial customers who may be considering adopting EVs for their 76 

personal use and fleet applications. 77 

Q. What would the EV Pilot entail? 78 

A. ComEd proposes to invest $5 million dollars in EVs for our utility vehicle fleet and 79 

associated charging stations, with $4.43 million of that amount being functionalized to 80 

the distribution function and, therefore, identified as being ICC-jurisdictional based on 81 

current jurisdictional splits of transmission and distribution in ComEd’s current rate case, 82 

Docket No. 10-0467.  ComEd requests that the Commission authorize this investment 83 

and provide for its recovery as discussed by Dr. Hemphill (ComEd Ex. 1.0).  The 84 

requested investment would be expected to purchase the following EV pilot equipment: 85 
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 86 

The costs of the investment will be recovered in accordance with ComEd’s alternative 87 

regulation proposal.  Cost recovery is discussed by Dr. Hemphill.  88 

Q. Over what period does ComEd expect these investments to be made? 89 

A. ComEd proposes to make these investments over the period from approximately August, 90 

2011 through May 2012.  Individual investments may vary slightly based on factors such 91 

as availability of particular vehicles and equipment, but the schedule below (which does 92 

not include the incidental equipment and contingency of $50,000) accurately depicts the 93 

tempo of the investment proposed.  The Pilot study period would extend through 94 

December 2013, although ComEd would continue to use the vehicles after that time. 95 

ComEd EV Pilot Program Assets Unit Cost Quantity
Total ComEd 

Cost
Plug-in car 36,000$               45 1,620,000$   
Plug-in cargo/service vehicle 135,000$             8 1,080,000$   
Hybrid bucket truck (non-pluggable) 250,000$             4 1,000,000$   
PHEV digger-derrick 350,000$             2 700,000$      
Level 2 charging stations for company vehicles 10,000$               55 550,000$      
Incidental equipment and contingency 50,000$               50,000$        

Total Vehicles: 59
Total Charging Stations: 55

Total EV Pilot Program Investment:  $   5,000,000 
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 96 

Q. Will the Pilot cause ComEd to incur additional O&M costs? 97 

A. We do not believe so.  ComEd is, therefore, not requesting any additional O&M costs be 98 

included in the revenue requirement or recovered through Rate Accelerated Customer 99 

Enhancements Pilot (“Rate ACEP”) as a result of this Pilot.   100 

Q. Will any vehicles be retired prematurely as a result of ComEd’s purchase of new 101 

electric vehicles? 102 

A. No.  ComEd currently does not plan on removing any vehicles from service prematurely 103 

as a result of this program. 104 

Q. What information does ComEd propose to provide about the EV experience at the 105 

end of the Pilot period?   106 

A. While we are proposing the pilot period conclude at the end of 2013, ComEd believes it 107 

will have collected enough data by that time to develop a total life cycle cost of 108 

ownership for each class of vehicle as well as data on how the vehicles performed.  109 

MONTH/YEAR ITEM QUANTITY COST ITEM QUANTITY COST Total
Jun-11 -           
Jul-11 -           

Aug-11 Charging Station 15            10,000         150,000    
Sep-11 Charging Station 15            10,000         150,000    
Oct-11 Charging Station 15            10,000         150,000    
Nov-11 Charging Station 10            10,000         100,000    

Dec-11

 Plug-in 
Cargo/Service 
Vehicle 2                 135,000  270,000    

Jan-12 Plug-in Car 10            36,000         

 Plug-in 
Cargo/Service 
Vehicle 4                 135,000  900,000    

Feb-12 Plug-in Car 10            36,000         

 Plug-in 
Cargo/Service 
Vehicle 2                 135,000  630,000    

Mar-12 Plug-in Car 10            36,000         
 Hybrid Bucket 
Truck 2                 250,000  860,000    

Apr-12 Plug-in Car 10            36,000         
 Hybrid Bucket 
Truck 2                 250,000  860,000    

May-12 Plug-in Car 5              36,000         
 PHEV Digger 
Derrick 2                 350,000  880,000    

4,950,000 
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Additionally, ComEd will use information acquired through the pilot to help our 110 

customers prepare for EV adoption. 111 

Q. Will ComEd make this information public so that others can benefit from it as well? 112 

A. Yes.  To the extent the information is not a trade secret of a third party or we are not 113 

otherwise legally prohibited from doing so, ComEd will make the results of the EV Pilot 114 

public.   115 

3. Distribution Automation Investments 116 

a. Distribution Automation and Alternative Regulation 117 

Q. Why does ComEd’s alternative regulation proposal include a mechanism for the 118 

collaborative review, regulatory approval, and implementation of investments in 119 

Distribution Automation (“DA”)? 120 

A. DA can offer significant economic and financial benefits to customers.  Through 121 

deployment of DA, utilities can reduce both the frequency and duration of customer 122 

interruptions and improve our ability to monitor and maintain our delivery systems even 123 

when no outage occurs.  However, we cannot timely achieve those benefits without a 124 

means of promptly putting into action what we learn about advanced DA technology 125 

from sources such as the AMI Pilot, the Illinois Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative 126 

(“ISSGC”), and the Illinois Commerce Commission’s Smart Grid Policy Docket (“Policy 127 

Docket”). 128 

Q. How does ComEd’s proposal provide a means of timely deploying cost-beneficial 129 

DA technologies to customers? 130 
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A. Deploying DA on a system of our size will require investing many millions of dollars 131 

over a number of years.  It involves the selection of a variety of interrelated technologies, 132 

(e.g., communication technology and utilization of industry standard protocols, how and 133 

if devices communicate with one another, device security and interoperability, distributed 134 

versus centralized intelligence and/or control, smart sensors, intelligent switches etc.) 135 

and, of necessity, judgments about the priority and sequence of investments in different 136 

types of DA.  The proposal includes a mechanism that allows for the Commission and all 137 

stakeholders to evaluate proposals to implement DA, and for the Commission to 138 

authorize ComEd to proceed.  It provides a means to go forward with projects that are 139 

shown to be cost-beneficial not only to ComEd operations but to our customers and 140 

society as a whole.  It does that in a way that, as Dr. Hemphill explains in more detail, is 141 

designed to accommodate long-term investment projects, which DA certainly will be.  142 

Q. Does ComEd invest in DA now? 143 

A. Yes, but only where that investment is needed based on applying conventional technical 144 

criteria to the individual circumstance.  The goal of ComEd’s current DA investment is 145 

not to achieve the types of potential system-wide and customer benefits that are being 146 

studied by the ISSGC, including integration of DA with other Smart Grid systems, but to 147 

address specific immediate system needs.   148 

Q. Do any other factors also limit ComEd’s present investment in DA? 149 

A. Yes.  Traditional investment in DA is limited by the funds available and by budget 150 

priorities that require us to place most other investments ahead of DA.  This is because 151 

meeting immediate customer service needs must take precedence over long-term system 152 
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improvement initiatives.  Through Rate ACEP the Commission can authorize funds to 153 

make investments that will achieve the benefits mentioned above. 154 

Q. Can you now identify the particular DA investments that ComEd will propose? 155 

A. No.  That would be prejudging the outcome of the ISSGC process and the Policy Docket.  156 

However, we can summarize for the Commission and the parties some of the options that 157 

we think are likely to be found attractive to provide a context in which to evaluate 158 

ComEd’s concept of how such technology investments should be evaluated. 159 

Q. Will assets that are currently in service need to be retired as part of the deployment 160 

of DA programs? 161 

A. Yes.  Early retirement of distribution equipment prior to the end of its expected useful life 162 

may be required.  Some distribution equipment that is replaced may be reusable, but 163 

some will not be.  ComEd is at this time unable to quantify the individual items or 164 

amounts that will need to be retired early because the Smart Grid collaborative process is 165 

still underway.  After the ISSGC and the Policy Docket are concluded, ComEd will have 166 

a better estimation of what assets may be prematurely retired.   167 

b. Illustrative DA Technologies 168 

Q. What types of investments does ComEd currently think represent good candidates 169 

for approval by the Commission? 170 

A. Favorable candidates for significant investment in the short term include, but are not 171 

limited to, the following: (1) Automatic Switches and Reclosers; (2) Automatic Line 172 

Reconfiguration; (3) Enhanced Line Isolating Control; and (4) Intelligent Substations. 173 
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Q. What benefits could the broader deployment of Automatic Switches and Reclosers 174 

bring to customers? 175 

A. Automatic Switches and Reclosers are devices installed on “feeder” lines that originate at 176 

source substations and deliver electricity to many households and businesses in a 177 

neighborhood or rural area.  They decrease the number of customers that are subject to an 178 

interruption by isolating the section of line experiencing a problem and restoring many of 179 

the customers automatically.  In addition, by isolating the location of the equipment 180 

experiencing a problem, the project will also facilitate restoration for all customers and 181 

allow for an overall reduction in interruption duration and restoration costs. 182 

Automatic reclosers allow for a very rapid response to a fault on a line that would 183 

otherwise “open” protective devices and, in effect, disconnect the damaged line and its 184 

customers from the system.  The devices automatically and, in effect, instantaneously 185 

“re-close” the protective devices allowing the line the opportunity to resume operation.  If 186 

the cause of the fault is momentary or cleared itself (e.g., a branch falling on a line that 187 

subsequently falls away), as faults often do, the recloser allows the line to return to 188 

service almost immediately, often without the customer experiencing more than a flicker 189 

or momentary loss of power.  Traditionally, reclosers have been most often installed at or 190 

near substations to reclose what would otherwise be a “lock out” of an entire feeder.  191 

These advanced devices can also be installed at other major junction points on a feeder.  192 

In that case, even when a permanent fault occurs, portions of the feeder not affected by 193 

the fault can be reclosed and the customers on that portion immediately restored to 194 

service.   195 
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Automated switches are devices installed at tie points between different feeders 196 

that can be operated remotely or automatically.  Where the nature of an outage or other 197 

event allows, customers who would otherwise be out of service can be restored more 198 

quickly by re-routing power from one feeder to another.  Without DA devices, this 199 

switching requires manual intervention, often by crews in the field, prolonging the 200 

duration of some customers’ outages.   201 

Q. What benefits could the broader deployment of Automatic Line Reconfiguration 202 

devices bring to customers? 203 

A. Automatic Line Reconfiguration is accomplished by installing a “team” of multiple 204 

automated switches on a major distribution supply line.  The switches rely upon 205 

communication among the “team,” and also substations, to determine where a problem 206 

has occurred.  Typically, these devices are on 34kV lines that supply one or more smaller 207 

substations impacting the feeders that are, in turn, supplied from that substation.  These 208 

switches work together to reconfigure the way that those lines are connected together by 209 

changing the high-capacity sources of electricity supplying those lines, and/or adding and 210 

removing load from particular lines.  When installed across a system of interconnected or 211 

nearby lines, the system becomes self-healing in a way that goes beyond the deployment 212 

of automatic switches and reclosers on particular feeders. 213 

This capability allows ComEd to decrease the number of customers that 214 

experience an interruption and it also helps isolate the location of equipment experiencing 215 

a problem, allowing for overall quicker restoration.  By opening and closing various 216 

switches, ComEd can also re-configure the network in the area to reduce the impact of 217 

any interruption and/or to facilitate restoration.  The team of switches is operated by a 218 
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distributed automatic control system to open and close team switches in the right 219 

sequence to isolate the problem and to automatically restore as many customers as 220 

possible.  Automatic and remote operation of these devices without manual intervention 221 

further speeds restoration. 222 

Q. What benefits could the broader deployment of Enhanced Line Isolating Control 223 

bring to customers? 224 

A. Enhanced Line Isolating Control involves adding high tech controls, largely 225 

microprocessor based digital relays, on selected distribution lines and substation 226 

equipment.  This allows for detailed information to be rapidly gathered on the system that 227 

can be used to pinpoint fault location.  It also permits automated communication with line 228 

switches and devices as part of an automated restoration scheme and adds additional 229 

protection features, such as decreasing the amount of time to de-energize some lines in 230 

case of a primary control system failure.  Finally, this equipment can also record data 231 

about the system and the components on the system.   232 

There are many potential benefits of Enhanced Line Isolating Control, including 233 

decreasing the number of customers that experience an interruption when there is a 234 

problem with a primary control system element.  It will also both decrease the number of 235 

interruptions that happen after operation of a breaker does not resolve a fault and limit the 236 

severity of the resulting damage to the distribution conductors.  Further, Enhanced Line 237 

Isolating Control can improve public and worker safety by decreasing the amount of time 238 

required to de-energize a line and lessening the chance of a downed live conductor.   239 
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Q. What benefits can the deployment of additional Intelligent Substations bring to 240 

customers? 241 

A. When we install a full complement of interconnected, digital and computerized control 242 

technologies at a substation, we call it an “Intelligent Substation.”  This includes smart 243 

sensors, control computers, and microprocessor-based relays coupled with disturbance 244 

monitoring to provide enhanced fault data capture which, when combined with the other 245 

elements I described above, can provide valuable power system data to operating, 246 

maintenance, and engineering departments.  In addition, the disturbance monitoring 247 

devices can “look outward” from the substation to continuously monitor the voltage and 248 

current at key locations on the system.  When a disturbance event occurs, such as tree 249 

contact, lightning, or a component failure, Intelligent Substation equipment can capture a 250 

digital “snapshot” of the event and its impact on the system that can help determine the 251 

location and cause of the disturbance and can confirm that the protective relay systems 252 

isolated the event as designed.  Added protection against breaker failure is also provided 253 

by an Intelligent Substation.  If a substation breaker fails to clear a fault and remain 254 

closed, extensive conductor damage can occur – the line can even “meltdown” and drop – 255 

before the substation backup relaying protection operates.  Microprocessor relaying 256 

expedites backup protection operations, reducing or avoiding conductor damage and 257 

ultimately reducing customer restoration time.   258 

This can all benefit customers in several ways.  Reliability is improved.  Outage 259 

durations are shortened through improved fault analysis and reduced time to evaluate 260 

faults, and because of the ability to remotely operate all circuit breakers.  If downed wires 261 

become less common, safety is improved.  In addition, there can be long-term reductions 262 
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in O&M costs (as compared to with standard equipment) because ComEd will have better 263 

information on which to base protective and corrective maintenance decisions.  The 264 

environment also benefits when transformer lives are extended and catastrophic 265 

transformer failures are prevented.  266 

4. Conclusion 267 

Q. Does this complete your direct testimony? 268 

A. Yes.  269 


